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Revoltec Quad LED 120mm
Case Fan - Dark Grey Sleeved

$10.95
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Product Details:
With the dark grey Revoltec brings another eye-catcher to the market. The fan features 4 color-matching LEDs. The frame and blades are made
from transparent grey plastic. When in operation all 4 white LEDs light the fan's blades, creating a unique look. Whoever wishes to have attractive
lighting for the PC has found the solution with this fan. Additionally the lighting of the fan does not just serve as an optical feature, it also allows
the user to quickly check if the fan is still running. Who already has a case with a window kit can look forward to another piece of eye candy for
the system. This fan is also interesting for CPU-cooling to light the cooler and ensuring great cooling performance at the same time.
The fan does not only look good, the technical aspects are also state of the art. The fan's speed can be monitored with Software tools of fan
controllers and the fan can also be switched oﬀ by the PC when in Standby.
Speciﬁcations:
Fan color: Grey
LED color: White
Dimensions: 120x120x25mm
Nominal voltage: 12V
Nominal speed: 1200rpm
Airﬂow: 49,21CFM
Noise level: 22,5 dB(A)
Bearing: Floating bearing
Extent of delivery:
Revoltec fan dark grey with 4 white LEDs
3-Pin to 4-Pin adapter cable
Installation screws for the fan
Fan cable is 100% wrapped in nylon Techﬂex sleeving and premium heatshrink, colors of your choice.
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Revoltec fan dark grey with 4 white LEDs
3-Pin to 4-Pin adapter cable
Installation screws for the fan
Fan cable is 100% wrapped in nylon Techﬂex sleeving and premium heatshrink, colors of your choice.
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SKU

24311

Weight

0.5000
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